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Abstract: A method to extract digital elevation models of the ground from the images of an airborne Fourier transform spectrometer is presented. Such information allows to construct accurate interferograms in non-flat areas, where they are otherwise flawed.

OCIS codes: (100.3190) Inverse problems; (100.4145) Motion, hyperspectral image processing.

1. Introduction

Airborne imaging Fourier transform spectrometers possess the singularity that spectrum acquisition is not snapshot, but temporal. When such an instrument, onboard an aircraft, is aimed towards the nadir, artefacts may appear due to changes in the view angle during acquisition. This is true in the case of Sieleters, an infrared imaging Fourier transform spectrometer developed by ONERA, the French Aerospace Lab [1]. Its interferometer is static: a Michelson interferometer is placed in front of the imaging optics, and outputs an image of the overflown scene on which interference fringes are superimposed, as can be seen in figure 1. The fringes are still and oriented perpendicularly to the linear flight path. Dense sequences of images, where each is translated by 1 pixel, are obtained. Thus, any point in the scene is seen on several images with different optical paths values. Combining all the values taken by each point of the scene leads to construction of an interferogram. The spectrum is then derived by Fourier transform.

![Fig. 1. An image from Sieleters. On the left, a magnified detail shows contrasted interference fringes.](image)

However, when the scene is not flat (containing for instance buildings or natural slopes), if relief is not taken into account, the position of an elevated object across the sequence of images is miscalculated. As a consequence, the scene element is wrongly matched on the images and the interferogram thus computed contains erroneous values. An example is shown in figure 2.

As a result, an accurate estimation of ground elevation is needed in order to identify flawed interferograms in non-flat areas and correct them.

2. Methods

2.1. Fringe removal

Before proceeding with relief estimation, the fringes need to be removed from the images. Indeed, while they are paramount to spectrum reconstruction, the fact that they remain at the same position on all images interferes with
relief retrieval algorithms, which exploit the changes between images taken from different positions. Moreover, the fringe variations in radiometry that are uncorrelated to relief.

It was therefore decided to remove the fringes, using the fact that they are mostly band-limited in the Fourier space. We call $\Omega$ the area containing the frequencies of the fringes under homogeneous illumination. In addition, we adopt an image model inspired in [2], where $w$, the measured image (with fringes), is the sum of $u$, the image of the overflown scene, and $v$, an image containing only fringes. Our aim is to find $u$ by minimising a function called Total Variation (TV) on $u$. Total Variation is an operator that exploits the gradient of the image: $TV(u) = \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in M} ||\nabla(u)||$, where $N$ and $M$ are the height and width of the image. It allows smoothing an image without losing discontinuities.

The problem can be expressed as following, where $\hat{u}$ and $\hat{w}$ denote the Fourier transforms of $u$ and $w$:

$$\min_{u,v} TV(u)$$

subject to $\hat{u}_{\Omega} = \hat{w}_{\Omega}$

and $w = u + v$

This step of fringe removal gives satisfactory results, even if some artefacts may still be visible in areas of high radiance gradients.

2.2. Depth computation

The method used to compute depth estimations is that of the Epipolar-Planes Images (EPI) [3]. It requires that the aircraft follow a linear path, and that the image acquisition be dense, which is a given in the case of imaging Fourier transform spectrometers, where scene elements can be traced on more than 400 images.

To build Epipolar-Plane Images, all images first need to be put in epipolar geometry, which consists in having all images aligned so that the same scene elements are observed in the same column on all images. This setup can be observed on figure 3.

Then, we construct new images, called EPIs, one for each column of the Sieleters image. These images contain only one column from each original image, put one after the other in chronological order. Thus, the vertical axis of the EPI describes a spatial unit, and the horizontal axis shows time (or more precisely image number). Figure 3 shows an EPI extracted from a sequence of pictures.

In an EPI, an element of the scene is translated into a line, corresponding to the path followed by the object with regard to the first image of the sequence. Moreover, the slope of those paths is proportional to the distance between the scene element and the camera, providing a depth value. Our EPIs show only little variations on slopes between different paths. This is due to the fact that the altitude of the aircraft is much greater than that the elevation differences
observed in the scene. A precise line detection algorithm needs to be used to determine the depth of elements in the scene. For this purpose we chose a robust algorithm based on gradient orientation of pixels [4].

3. Conclusion

The procedure presented here outputs a sparse elevation map, as seen in figure 4, computed from the images of an imaging Fourier transform spectrometer. Such information allows to identify flawed interferograms. It can also be densified and used as a digital elevation model for all scene points, to allow reliable matching of scene elements through all images. Thanks to this, accurate interferograms can be computed for non-flat areas. Further work will study precise interpolation of interferograms on irregular sampling grids.

Fig. 4. Sparse elevation map with the corresponding Sieleters image as background in gray values. Height is coded in color, from red for the highest points to blue for the lowest.
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